Never tell anyone your password

Keep it unique

Don’t reuse your password with other accounts

Use both lower and upper case letters and special characters

What do the numbers tell us?

Password statistics

A real threat

In 2022, over 24 billion passwords were exposed by hackers

More than 80% of confirmed breaches are related to stolen, weak, or reused passwords

80%

An easy target

69% of the time, Gen Z uses a variation of a single password

69%

An easy target

Nearly 40% of people admit sharing their personal passwords with others.

40%

Poor password security is common, and hackers know this.

Setup duo

Use Multi-Factor Authentication

Set up duo

Only use SMS when you don’t have internet or a smart phone

Duo Mobile Push is much more secure

Use phrases

Harder to guess, easier to remember

The #koala walks the moon w/ croissant!

Always logout or lock your device

Close all browser windows after logout